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ABSTRACT
This article presents Apex, a system that can automatically assess a student essay based
on its content. It relies on Latent Semantic Analysis, a tool which represents the
meaning of words as vectors in a high-dimensional space. By comparing an essay and
the text of a given course on a semantic basis, our system can measure how well the
essay matches the text. Various assessments are presented to the student regarding the
topic, the outline and the coherence of the essay. Our experiments yield promising
results.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes Apex (for an Assistant for Preparing EXams), a tool for evaluating
student essays based on their content. It relies on a semantic text analysis method called
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [1]. Basically, LSA represents each word of a text as a
vector in a high-dimensional space such that the proximity between two vectors is
closely related to the semantic similarity between the two corresponding words. Since a
text is composed of words, this measure of similarity can be easily extended to compare
texts. Thus, it is possible to compare two student essays, or a student essay and the text
of a course, on a semantic basis.
Our goal is not only to grade essays per se but more generally to provide students with
an environment to help them learn a domain by writing an essay, getting feedback,
revising the text, etc. This process is compatible with the Hayes and Flower model of
text composition [2]. However, our environment differs from other composition tools or
tutors that provide lexical or grammatical information because it decreases the cognitive
effort of the writer. Instead of building an intrusive tool, we aim to develop an openended learning environment [3] in which the user is viewed as an active constructor of
knowledge.
The paper is organized as follows: first, we present LSA and the various intelligent
assessors or tutors that are based on this tool; second, we describe our tool, Apex, as
well as two experiments we performed.
LATENT SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
Researchers in information retrieval (IR) have tried to identify lexical-semantic
relations between words of text corpora. Evens, Vandendorpe and Wang [4] analyzed
lexical-semantic relations of words to extract both syntactic and semantic information
of bibliographic queries. The authors developed IRS (Information Retrieval System), an
IR automated procedure for revealing semantic relations from dictionary definitions.
IRS is a system in which each bibliographic reference is an automatically extracted list
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of keywords used to identify documents. The system views each list as a documentvector. The user writes a paragraph, which is first transformed into a query-vector, and
it is then compared with the document-vectors by computing the cosine between the
former and the latter. The closer to 1 is the cosine, the closer to the query is the
document retrieved. This method adequately expresses both syntactic and semantic
information without complex data preprocessing.
Following these ideas, a new method, called Latent Semantic Analysis, gives promising
results for semantic text processing. Before presenting LSA-based intelligent tutors or
assessors, we need to describe LSA.
Description of LSA
In order to perform a semantic matching of pieces of text, LSA relies on large corpora
of texts to build a semantic high-dimensional space containing all words and texts, by
means of a statistical analysis [5, 6].
Basically, the semantics of a word is determined from all of the contexts (namely
paragraphs) in which that word occurs. For instance, the word bike occurs generally in
the context of handlebars, pedal, ride, etc. Therefore, if a word like bicycle occurs in a
similar context, the two words will be considered close to each other from a semantic
point of view. Their corresponding vectors in the semantic space will be also close to
each other.
This semantic space is built by considering the number of occurrences of each word in
each piece of text (basically paragraphs). For instance, with 300 paragraphs and a total
of 2,000 words, we get a 300 x 2,000 matrix. Each word is then represented by a 300dimensional vector and each paragraph by a 2,000-dimensional vector. So far, it is just
straightforward occurrence processing. The power of LSA, however, lies in the
reduction of these dimensions, and in so doing induces semantic similarities between
words. All vectors are reduced by a method close to eigenvector decomposition to, for
instance, 100 dimensions. The matrix X is decomposed as a unique product of three
matrices: X = T0S0D’0 such that T0 and D0 have orthonormal columns and S0 is
diagonal. This method is called singular value decomposition. Then only the 100
columns of T0 and D0 corresponding to the 100 largest values of S0 are kept, to obtain T,
S, and D. The reduced matrix X such that: X = TSD’ permits all words and pieces of
texts to be represented as 100-dimensional vectors. It is this reduction which is the heart
of the method because it allows the representation of the meaning of words, by means
of the context in which they occur.
If the number of dimensions is too small, too much information is lost. If it is too big,
not enough dependencies are drawn between vectors. A size of 100 to 300 gives the
best results in the domain of language [7].
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This method is quite robust: a word could be considered semantically close to another
one although they do not co-occur in texts. In the same way, two documents could be
considered similar although they share no words. An interesting feature of this method
is that the semantic information is derived only from the co-occurrence of words in a
large corpus of texts. There is no need to code semantic knowledge by means of a
semantic network or logic formulas.
Various tests of LSA
We now present several experiments that test LSA. One experiment [1] consisted in
building a general semantic space from a large corpus of English texts, then testing it
with the synonymy tests of the TOEFL (Test Of English as a Foreign Language). One
word is given, and the task is to identify which word among a choice of four possible
answers is semantically closest to it. LSA performed the TOEFL synonymy test by
choosing the word with the highest similarity between its vector and the vector of the
given word. LSA results compare favorably with the level of foreign students admitted
to American universities.
In another study [8], subjects were asked to write essays from a number of texts. These
essays were then ranked by human graders. Their task was to assess the adequacy
between the essay and the texts. In parallel, LSA was “trained” with the texts and
ranked the essays according to the semantic proximity between each of them and the
texts. LSA results compare favorably again with the human results.
LSA also proved to be successful in checking hypertext links from a semantic point of
view [9]. In other words, LSA can test whether a link between two pages is appropriate
based on their semantic content.
Landauer and Dumais considered LSA a good model of human learning [1]. Their
assumption is that humans construct knowledge by deriving word meaning from context
while reading [10]. Actually, Rehder et al. show that LSA is an appropriate tool to
assess human knowledge in a specific domain [11].
Incorporating LSA into instructional software: tutors and assessors
LSA was also used in the field of tutoring systems and intelligent assessors. This
section is devoted to the presentation of various applications of LSA in that domain.
Although LSA has been used for over ten years in several domains like information
retrieval, machine learning, text analysis and so on, few LSA-based studies have been
performed to improve instructional software. To our knowledge, the earliest attempt at
implementing LSA in an educational tutor was carried out in 1997 by Stahl [12]. Stahl
suggests that LSA may be appropriate in education in the following ways:
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1. to find the optimal text for learning; LSA can match student essays with texts in the
same domain, in order to provide the student with the right amount of new information;
2. to connect students with each other and with relevant experts; LSA can assess the
areas of interest or the level of knowledge of the users from their productions and then
suggest matches;
3. to automatically assess writing, as we mentioned earlier.
According to these ideas and the previous psychological experiments, we can consider
LSA an appropriate model of knowledge representation for designing instructional
software. The following sections review various applications.
Application one—Autotutor
Wiemer-Hastings et al. [13, 14] are developing Autotutor, an ITS with multimedia and
human-like interaction (the authors plan to rely on speech synthesis and simulated facial
movements) in the domain of computer literacy. One of the purposes of Autotutor, for
which LSA is required, is to answer unrestricted student questions. It does so by
selecting the closest piece of text to the question. The main interest is that the student is
not limited to single word questions. Moreover, the system performance degrades
gracefully which is usually not the case in natural language systems. However, since the
user questions are quite short (10 to 20 words), it is likely that Autotutor does not use
all of the power of LSA. Indeed the authors show quite similar performances when
relying on keyword matching rather than LSA [15] which is usually not the case in
other LSA experiments [16]. Autotutor is a large project in progress, for which further
evaluation in context is planned.
Application two—Language learning and game learning
LSA is not only a tool for matching texts on a semantic basis, but also a model of
human learning, since LSA learns semantic similarities between words from the reading
of texts, just as humans do. Actually, it was shown [1] that the rate of vocabulary
learning with LSA compares with the human rate between the ages of 2 and 20: when
provided with 3,500 words a day, LSA learns 10 new words per day which is roughly
close to the human data.
This model of learning was used in a tutoring system to select the best stimulus to
which to expose the student in order for learning to be optimal [17]. LSA is used to
represent the domain model and the user model in the same semantic space. Two
applications were designed. In the first one, the system selects English texts for French
learners to read, according to their understanding of previous texts. The second one
extends LSA to knowledge domains other than language. It helps students learn a game
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by playing with them. It selects a move not to win but in order that the next state of the
game is the optimal stimulus for the student.
Application three—Intelligent Essay Assessor
Much work has been conducted in the field of automatic grading but the systems are
mainly based on multiple choice exams [18, 19]. These grading programs are not hard
to make. The difficulty lies rather in the design of the propositions which should be
close enough to the right answer but still wrong. An alternative to multiple choice tests
is to ask the student to write an essay about what he or she knows about a domain and
then to compare that text to pre-graded texts.
As Wresch [20] pointed out, automated grading of essays by computer began thirty five
years ago with Page’s work [21]. Page looked for correlations between simple features
of student texts and the corresponding teacher grades. The most statistically significant
features were: average word length (r = .51), number of common words (r = –.48),
number of commas (r = .34), number of words (r = .32), number of prepositions (r =
.25). Although these rough measures have often been criticized, some recent systems
are closely related to Page’s work (e.g. the Grammatik proofreading software). This
approach has a major drawback: it only focuses on surface text features. Neither
microstructure nor semantic textual characteristics are taken into account by these
programs.
LSA can address these drawbacks because of its ability to capture semantic information.
This is the foundation of the Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA) [22]. IEA is first
“trained” on several texts related to the domain. The student essay is then compared
with pre-graded essays by means of two kinds of scores:
1. the holistic score, which returns the score of the closest pre-graded essay;
2. the gold standard, which returns the LSA proximity between the student essay and a
standard essay.
An experiment using the holistic score was performed on 188 essays on biology. A
correlation of .80 was shown between IEA grades and human graders.
One main interest of IEA is that the student can submit the essay again and again in
order to improve the score. Foltz et al. note that the average grade increases from
85/100 (first submission) to 92/100. However, one problem is that the teacher needs to
grade essays beforehand.
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Application four—Summary Street
Summary Street and State of Essence [23, 24] are built on top of LSA. Both systems
help students write good summaries. First of all, the student is provided with general
advice on how to write a summary: select the most important information, find two or
three ideas, substitute a general term for lists of items, not include trivial information,
etc. Then the student selects a topic, reads the text and writes out a summary. LSA
procedures are then applied to give a holistic grade to the summary. The system also
warns the student if the summary is too long or too short.
Application five—Select-a-Kibitzer
In the same way, one of the designer of Autotutor has recently built Select-a-Kibitzer
[25], an agent-based computer tool that assesses student compositions. Each agent is
responsible for providing a kind of advice: coherence, purpose, topic, and overall
quality. It is worth noting that these assessments are quite similar to those provided by
the previous applications. However, this application emphasizes the negotiated
construction of the text by associating each agent to a character.
Now we will present Apex, a similar system that we built on top of LSA, to help
students learn a domain. Apex differs from IEA in that it does not rely on pre-graded
essays but rather on various semantic comparisons with the course. It also differs from
Summary Street and Select-a-Kibitzer since it takes into account the structure of the
course to grade an essay.
APEX
As we indicated earlier, Apex can be used to grade a student essay with respect to the
text of a course; however it can also provide detailed assessments on the content, the
outline and the coherence of a student essay. The environment is designed so that the
student can select a topic, write an essay on that topic, get various assessments, then
rewrite the text, submit it again, etc. The only information Apex needs to process a
student essay is the text of the course. This text has to be marked up by the teacher, so
that it is divided into topics, and so that each topic is divided into notions. Basically,
this structure corresponds to an outline view of a word processor, so it is quite
straightforward to mark up such a document. First level titles should begin with #T (for
Topic) whereas second level titles should begin with #N (for Notion). Only second level
titles are followed by a paragraph. A notion can belong to several topics. However, the
text of such a notion is written only once. In case of cross-references, the notion title
should begin with #S. Figure 1 gives an example of such a marking-up. The notion title
“Introduction to the solar system” is defined in the topic “The solar system” and
referred to in the topic “Eclipses”.
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-Insert Figure 1 hereIt is worth noting that we added a very large set of French texts (290,000 words) to the
course, in order to improve the semantic knowledge of the system. These texts (three
French novels) were not related to the course but they were useful for the system to
better “understand” the non domain-dependent terms of the student essay.
Once connected to the system, the student selects a topic that he or she wishes to work
on. The student then types a text about this topic in a text editor. At any time, he or she
can get an evaluation of the essay.
Different types of evaluation
Three kinds of evaluation are available: content-based, outline-based or coherencebased. After reading any of the three evaluation texts, the student goes back to the
essay, modifies the text and submits it again.
Content-based assessment
At the content level, the system identifies how well the notions are covered by
requesting LSA to measure a semantic similarity (in the range [–1, 1]) between the
student text and each notion of the selected topic. For instance, if the student selects the
topic “Eclipses”, he or she has to write an essay about that topic. There are three notions
in that topic; therefore the student text will be successively compared with each of
them. If the similarity is high, it means that the student has covered well the
corresponding notion. Actually, the system provides a message to the student according
to the value of the similarity. The current version of Apex relies on four categories:
1. if the similarity ∈ [–1; 0.1[, the message is “the topic was covered very poorly”;
2. if the similarity ∈ [0.1; 0.5[ the message is “the topic was covered poorly”;
3. if the similarity ∈ [0.5; 0.7[ the message is “the topic was covered well”;
4. if the similarity ∈ [0.7; 1] the message is “the topic was covered very well”.
However, the number of categories as well as the corresponding values and the text of
the message can be fully parametrized depending on the content of the course. To do so,
the teacher has to edit and modify a text file which is shown in Figure 2.
-Insert Figure 2 here-
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In addition to this assessment, Apex provides a general grade of the student text. This
grade is the average grade for each notion, multiplied by 20 in order to get a grade
between 0 and 20 as is usual in the French school system.
Figure 3 shows an example of a content-based evaluation of a student essay in the
domain of cognitive ergonomics.
-Insert Figure 3 hereOne problem we had to tackle concerns very short student texts. When the student has
written out just a few words, the content-based assessment could yield a high score,
although one might want the assessment to be considered low. Therefore, if the number
of words of the student text is below 300 words (that value can be easily changed in the
parameter file), all the content thresholds described earlier are raised so that the
assessment is more severe: the shorter is the text, the closer to 1 becomes the thresholds.
Basically, with N being the number of words of the essay, all content thresholds T are
changed to:
T + (1− T )(

3 0 0− N
)
300

We also designed Apex on-line, a version which runs continuously in order for the
student to get a real time assessment. While the student is typing out texts, the Apex
window constantly refreshes the assessment. Instead of displaying the quite long natural
language message about which notion is well or poorly covered, the system displays a
scale on which all the notions of a topic are represented as numbers. The far right part
of that scale corresponds to a similarity of 1, the far left to a similarity of 0. Therefore,
the student can immediately identify the notions that are covered badly. The scale looks
like this:
BAD........................................................GOOD
2 6
4
3
7 1
5
8

In this example, the student knows that he or she has to work mainly on notions 2 and 6
to improve the text.
Outline-based assessment
At the outline level, the system displays the most similar notion of the course for each
paragraph of the essay. The goal is to provide the student with an outline view of the
essay. If the similarity computed by LSA is too low, the system prints that there is no
predicted notion. This threshold is currently set to 0.4 but this can be changed easily by
means of the parameter file we mentioned earlier. Figure 4 shows an example of an
outline-based assessment. For instance, the first paragraph of the student text has been
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recognized by Apex as being concerned with the definition of activity. If this is not
what was intended, the student should probably rework this paragraph.
-Insert Figure 4 hereCoherence-based assessment
LSA has been used already to measure text coherence and has proven to be successful
[26]. At the coherence level, the system relies on LSA to measure semantic proximities
between adjacent sentences. Therefore Apex can detect coherence breaks. Then it gives
an average measure of coherence and if necessary an example of an important
conceptual break between two sentences. Figure 5 shows an example of a coherencebased assessment: the student is required to work on the text again, and in particular to
correct the linking of ideas between sentence 2 and sentence 3.
-Insert Figure 5 hereSoftware information
LSA was designed by Bellcore Labs from which we obtained the source code, written
in C under Unix. Apex is also written in C under Unix. The approximate duration for
the assessments, with a 192 Ko course text, and a 1.9 Mo additional French text, on a
workstation are:
•

300 ms per notion for content-based assessment;

•

3 seconds per paragraph of the student text for outline-based assessment;

•

150 ms per sentence of the student text for coherence-based assessment.
EXPERIMENTS

This set of experiments is based on a graduate course on the sociology of education at
our university.
Correlation with human grades
In this experiment, we took 31 essays that were written a year ago by students at the
university of Grenoble. We typed them out and ran Apex in order to get the general
grade between 0 and 20 for each student essay. We first compared these grades with the
grades the teacher had given a year ago. We got a significant correlation (r = .59, p <
.001).
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Then all essays were ranked by two judges who were teachers in similar domains. They
had studied the relevant part of the course several times before the task. They graded
each of the 31 texts in the same way that Apex does: each text was given 14 grades
corresponding to the estimated adequacy between each of the 14 notions. Then an
average grade was computed. We got significant correlations with Apex grades (r1 =
.59, p < .001; r2 = .68, p < .0001). However these aggregate measures could not be
refined due to a lack of variability in the 14 notions.
All of these results are in the range of correlations found in the literature. WiemerHastings et al. [15] had also compared LSA grades and human grades and none of the
correlations were above .5. Foltz’s similar correlations [8] were in the range [.3; .55].
Wolfe et al. [27] indicate correlations around [.6; .7]. E. Kintsch et al. [23] mention a
value of .64. The highest correlations ever found [.8; .86] were obtained by Foltz et al.
[22]. These repeated experiments show that LSA is a adequate tool for assessing
knowledge, one that rivals the ability of humans.
Effects of Apex feedback on the quality of student essays
We designed a second experiment to assess the effect of Apex on the holistic quality of
students essays. Three groups of students were given 45 minutes to write an essay:
1. a control group (N = 11) in which subjects wrote out an essay on a word processor;
2. an Apex-demand group (N = 11), where students wrote out their essays with the same
word processor as the control group and were provided with assessments upon request;
3. an Apex on-line group (N = 9) in which the only difference with the latter group is the
on-line help provided by Apex without explicit requests from the student.
Our hypothesis was that students in the Apex on-line group would write out better
essays than students of the two other groups. The reason is twofold: first, the
solicitation of Apex help in the Apex-demand group is supposed to increase the writer’s
cognitive effort, and second, the help provided is supposed to improve the essay quality
as opposed to the control group. This is coherent with the results of Zellermayer et al.
[28].
A question was selected that covered 14 “notions” of the course according to the
teacher. The 31 students wrote their essays. All essays were ranked by three judges: two
of them (graders 1 and 2) were teachers in similar domains and the last one was a
student who had passed the course. Each judge gave 14 grades for each text by the same
procedure used in the first experiment.
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Results are twofold (see Table 1). First, correlations between the human scores and the
Apex ones are in a similar range to those obtained elsewhere (see supra). However,
these correlations are smaller than the correlations between humans grades (around .8).
-Insert Table 1 hereSecond, results (see Table 2) show no significant differences between groups which is
coherent with a similar experiment [23]. We plan to design another experiment to study
the student writing process instead of just the performance. Methods such as thinkaloud protocols [29] or retrospective interviews [30] would be appropriate.
-Insert Table 2 hereCONCLUSION
This paper describes a system that can assess student essays based on their content from
different points of view. Our first experiment provide promising results. In particular,
we show a significant interesting correlation between human grades and Apex grades.
This can lead to the development of automatic grading systems not only based on
multiple choice exams or surface features of essays, but rather on semantic features of
unrestricted essays. This approach can also be used in a distance learning context since
students can connect to the system and freely submit essays. The system evaluates the
essays as many times as required by the students, without getting bored. Moreover,
there is no need for the teacher to code any domain knowledge. The text of the course is
all that is required.
Apex is only concerned with the content: the teacher is essential for evaluating spelling,
syntax and the general structure of the essay. However, Apex evaluation of the content
has some limits. Actually, LSA (which is the heart of Apex) has no way of detecting
when a sentence has syntactic errors or when some common words are missing.
Therefore, a student could fool LSA by writing an essay with only keywords. However,
we think that if a student can provide the right keywords to fool LSA, then this student
should have a good knowledge of the domain and that is exactly what we want to
measure.
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#T The solar system
#N Introduction to the solar system
The solar system is composed of....
................
#N The sun
The sun is a star which is....
................
#N The planets
There are 9 planets in the solar system: ....
.................
#T Eclipses
#S Introduction to the solar system
#N Sun eclipses
When the moon is between the earth and the sun, ....
...................
#N Moon eclipses
When the earth is between the sun and the moon,....
..................

Figure 1. Marked-up text of a course to be processed by Apex
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##### Apex parameters (c) B. Lemaire, P. Dessus,
##### University of Grenoble-2, FRANCE
##### Content-based assessment messages and thresholds
contentThreshold1=0.7
contentMessage1=was covered very well
contentThreshold2=0.5
contentMessage2=was covered well
contentThreshold3=0.1
contentMessage3=was covered poorly
contentThreshold4=-1
contentMessage4=was covered very poorly

...
Figure 2. Excerpt of the parameters to be modified by the teacher
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Document length: 658 words.
GENERAL GRADE: 9.7 / 20
The following notions were covered very poorly:
- Automatism-based errors (0.26)
- Baille and Testu’s experiment on problem solving (0.25)
The following notions were covered poorly:
- Errors based on declarative knowledge (0.40)
- Testu’s model (1993) (0.34)
The following notions were covered well:
- The definition of activity (0.59)
- Rasmussen’s model (0.70)
- Errors based on procedural knowledge (0.57)
The following notions were covered very well:
- Applications of Rasmussen’s model (0.77)

Figure 3. Example of a content-based assessment
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Paragraph 1: Before describing Rasmussen’s model, it is neces...
Predicted notion (0.72): The definition of activity
Paragraph 2: At level n, Rasmussen considers the behavior as ...
Predicted notion (0.77): Applications of Rasmussen’s model
Paragraph 3: The hierarchy is justified by the necessity to t...
No predicted notion.
Paragraph 4: Suppose we select a specific application of the ...
Predicted notion (0.91): Applications of Rasmussen’s model
Paragraph 5: Reason has established a list of possible errors...
Predicted notion (0.60): Rasmussen’s model

...
Figure 4. Example of an outline-based assessment
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coherence sentence 1 - sentence 2: 0.67
coherence sentence 2 - sentence 3: 0.16
coherence sentence 3 - sentence 4: 0.58
coherence sentence 4 - sentence 5: 0.79
coherence sentence 5 - sentence 6: 0.52
...
Poor inter-sentence coherence (0.49)
For instance, there is a big conceptual break between the following
sentences:

2: The activity is a set of unobservable behaviors that...
3: There are generally two kinds of procedures in the ...
Figure 5. Example of a coherence-based assessment
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Table 1. Experiment 2: Correlations of grades between graders and Apex

1
2
3
Note. *: p < .05;

2
0.83**

**

3
0.72**
0.78**

: p < .0001
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Apex
0.38
0.45*
0.46*

Table 2. Experiment 2: Group mean, standard deviations and ANOVA results
Control

Apex-demand

Apex on-line

Average speed of typing (char/s)
M
1.53
1.36
1.26
SD
0.48
0.33
0.28
Number of words of the essay
M
478.91
418.36
478.44
SD
193.40
120.68
151.35
Mean Apex grades (0-20 range)
M
9.93
9.63
9.82
SD
0.36
0.65
0.31
Mean grades of grader 1
M
8.36
6.64
7.56
SD
4.9
5.66
4.13
Mean grades of grader 2
M
11.91
9.91
12.11
SD
6.47
6.41
4.17
Mean grades of grader 3
M
13.27
9.18
10.89
SD
7.8
7.57
7.3
Note. ANOVA results:
Speed typing (length of text typed: 209 characters): F(2, 28) = 1.33, ns.
Number of words of the essay: F(2, 28) = .51, ns.
Mean Apex grades: F(2, 28) = 1.11, ns.
Mean grades of grader 1: F(2, 28) = .33, ns.
Mean grades of grader 2: F(2, 28) = .45, ns.
Mean grades of grader 3: F(2, 28) = .81, ns.
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